
Ryan’s World Fall 2021 Product Descriptions 

Ryan’s World is one of the most popular kids and family YouTube channels on the planet! Ryan’s channels 
have 58+ billion video views, 41+ million subscribers and counting. Bonkers Toys partnered with 
pocket.watchÔ to create Ryan’s very first toy line under the brand, Ryan’s WorldÔ. 
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Ryan’s World Lost City Adventures - Mega 
Adventure Chest (Target Exclusive) 

Ryan’s World is planning an all-new epic adventure 
like never before! Searching from high in the sky to 
the depths of the sea, Ryan and his crew are on a 
quest to find the Lost City. The Lost City Adventure 
Mega Mystery Chest combines the ultimate unboxing 
experience with trail-blazing new surprises to make 
junior explorers out of Ryan’s World fans. The chest 
contains tons of toys including Lost City themed 
figures, a 6” golden figure, micro figures, sky diver 
figure, and even adventure gear.  

• Based on Ryan’s World, one of the most
popular kids YouTube channels on the planet 

• Chest is filled with surprises including 4 of 16
Lost City themed figures, a 6” Golden Gus 
figure, 2 micro figures, sky diver figure, foam 
battle axe, nylon belt with buckle, spinner 
compass, coins, and stickers 

• Target Exclusive in the US

MSRP $79.99 | Ages 3+ 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1tb-QpewZbkD4btnfBI9jVlW4p28AO8RP?usp=sharing
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Ryan’s World Lost City Adventures – 
Adventure Backpack (Target Exclusive) 

Ryan’s World is planning an all-new epic adventure 
like never before! Searching from high in the sky to 
the depths of the sea, Ryan and his crew are on a 
quest to find the Lost City. The Lost City Adventure 
Backpack not only contains classic Ryan’s World 
unboxing fun with new trail-blazing figures and an off-
road vehicle, but also features lots of adventure gear 
like a flashlight, binoculars, and a water bottle. The 
case is even a wearable backpack that can hold all of 
the expedition gear! 

• Based on Ryan’s World, one of the most
popular kids YouTube channels on the planet 

• Contains 2 figures, adventure vehicle,
flashlight, binoculars, water bottle, stickers, 
map, journal, and wearable backpack. 

• Exclusive to Target in the US

MSRP $59.99 | Ages 3+ 
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Ryan’s World Lost City Adventures - Mystery 
Blind Bag Figures (Target Exclusive) 

Ryan’s World is planning an all-new epic adventure 
like never before! Searching from high in the sky to 
the depths of the sea, Ryan and his crew are on a 
quest to find the Lost City. Each blind bag comes with 
a Lost City Adventure themed figure and an accessory 
including Deep Sea Ryan, Pathfinder Lexa, and Air 
Support Peck. 

• Based on Ryan’s World, one of the most
popular kids YouTube channels on the planet 

• 16 blind bag figures in the assortment

• Exclusive to Target in the US

MSRP $3.99 - 4.99 | Ages 3+ 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1NCWfuFBQV_vw2PDalNR-XB-uRqS7kbyW?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/15o_3NJpRKx4NcQeoQVVxWKRFQur7C7Gu?usp=sharing
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Ryan’s World TAG with Ryan Giant Egg 
(Target Exclusive) 

Inspired by the hit mobile gaming app, TAG with Ryan, 
this all-new Giant Mystery Egg is filled with awesome 
surprises that will help you up your game! Each egg 
contains figures, kinetic sand, a vehicle, and a DLC 
code to unlock exclusive content in the TAG with Ryan 
app. Available exclusively at Target. 

• Based on Ryan’s World, one of the most
popular kids YouTube channels on the planet 
and the TAG with Ryan gaming app 

• Each Giant Egg contains 4 mystery figures, 1
squishy figure, kinetic sand, a vehicle, and a 
DLC code for the TAG with Ryan gaming app 

• 3 surprise varieties in the assortment

• Exclusive to Target in the US

MSRP $39.99 | Ages 3+ 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1e5GFByhfpOEkLlqRRmNoIE3CWi6OiXi3?usp=sharing
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Ryan’s World Galaxy Explorers Mystery 
Adventure Playset (Walmart Exclusive) 

Get ready for an all-new, out of this world Ryan’s 
World mission. Ryan and his crew are preparing for an 
exploration where few have ever ventured… space! 
Travel through the universe along with Ryan and his 
intergalactic sidekicks with the Galaxy Explorers 
Mystery Adventure Playset! The set includes all-new 
space themed mystery figures, a solar system map, 
and even a star fighter vehicle. It’s designed for 
endless, epic fun! 

• Based on Ryan’s World, one of the most
popular kids YouTube channels on the planet 

• Contains 4 mystery figures, star fighter vehicle,
stickers, and solar system map 

• Walmart Exclusive in the US and Canada

MSRP $39.99 | Ages 3+ 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1f_Z3J9px6v6x7tgpv54YbzOUV5nadg2s?usp=sharing
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Ryan’s World Galaxy Explorers Galaxy One 
Explorer 12 Pack Playset (Walmart Exclusive) 

Get ready for an all-new, out of this world Ryan’s 
World mission. Ryan and his crew are preparing for an 
exploration where few have ever ventured… space! 
Travel through the universe along with Ryan and his 
intergalactic sidekicks with the Galaxy Explorers 
Shuttle Micro Playset! It’s filled with fun surprises and 
is a great way to learn about the planets and the solar 
system. It comes with all new micro figures, stickers, 
an educational map of the solar system, and an 
awesome space shuttle case to store it all. 

• Based on Ryan’s World, one of the most
popular kids YouTube channels on the planet 

• Contains 12 galaxy themed micro figures, 12
stickers, a solar system map, and the shuttle 
case 

• Exclusive to Walmart in the US & Canada

MSRP $29.99 | Ages 3+ 
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Ryan’s World Galaxy Explorers Planet Ryan 
10 Pack (Walmart Exclusive) 

Get ready for an all-new, out of this world Ryan’s 
World mission. Ryan and his crew are preparing for an 
exploration where few have ever ventured… space! 
Travel through the universe along with Ryan and his 
intergalactic sidekicks with the Galaxy Explorers 
Shuttle Micro Playset!  It comes with all new micro 
figures, stickers, and an educational map of the solar 
system. 

• Based on Ryan’s World, one of the most
popular kids YouTube channels on the planet 

• Contains 10 galaxy themed micro figures, 10
stickers, and a solar system map 

• Exclusive to Walmart in the US & Canada

MSRP $19.99 | Ages 3+ 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LNjsmPwtRK3InsBAuBXWT-LUOByVCsIW?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16bZ6ZvFLekiwHsssTfC4RRit6FJW94yg?usp=sharing
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Ryan’s World Galaxy Explorers Mystery Mini 
Egg (Walmart Exclusive) 

Get ready for an all-new, out of this world Ryan’s 
World mission. Ryan and his crew are preparing for an 
exploration where few have ever ventured… space! 
Travel through the universe along with Ryan and his 
intergalactic sidekicks with the Galaxy Explorers Mini 
Egg. It contains all new galaxy themed figures, a micro 
putty, and an educational solar system map. All at a 
great value! 

• Based on Ryan’s World, one of the most
popular kids YouTube channels on the planet 

• Each Mini Egg contains a galaxy themed figure
& micro figure, stickers, a micro putty, and 
solar system map 

• 4 surprise varieties in the assortment

• Exclusive to Walmart in the US & Canada

MSRP $9.99 | Ages 3+ 
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Ryan’s World Galaxy Explorers Mystery Micro 
Figure (Walmart Exclusive) 

Get ready for an all-new, out of this world Ryan’s 
World mission. Ryan and his crew are preparing for an 
exploration where few have ever ventured… space! 
Travel through the universe along with Ryan and his 
intergalactic sidekicks with a brand-new assortment of 
micro figures! Each capsule contains one out of 12 
possible micro figures, including Space Walker Ryan, 
Galaxy Explorers Gus, and Galactic Gil! 

• Based on Ryan’s World, one of the most
popular kids YouTube channels on the planet 

• 12 micro figures in the assortment including
Space Walker Ryan, Galaxy Explorers Gus, and 
Galactic Gil 

• Exclusive to Walmart in the US & Canada

MSRP $1.99 | Ages 3+ 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OREq3CR23hoHOlTpPZXdVmQ3C5w-ERj_?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1u7B953FQDn5eK5n5BQVglYvjM_gvdiiG?usp=sharing
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Ryan’s WorldÔ Secret Agent Ryan’s Mystery 
Mission Case (Amazon Exclusive) 

Super Spy Ryan is on a mission to maximize the fun! 
The Secret Agent Ryan’s Mystery Mission Case allows 
kids to discover their inner super-spy. First, unlock the 
code to open the case. Find secret messages, reveal 
exclusive mystery figures, discover secret spy wear 
and gear including goggles, two wrist-communicators, 
a flashlight and more surprises. This exclusive set is 
only available at Amazon.com in the US. 

• Based on Ryan’s World, the most popular kids
YouTube channel on the planet 

• Set includes – mystery spy case, 3 exclusive
spy-themed figures, 2 wrist communicators, 
flashlight, goggles, code-breaker spinner, 
stickers and accessories. 

• Amazon exclusive in the USA

MSRP $59.99| Ages 3+ 
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Ryan’s World Super Spy Belt (Amazon 
Exclusive) 

Super Spy Ryan is on a mission to maximize the fun! 
The brand-new Super Spy Belt is the ultimate 
accessory for Ryan’s World fans who want to be a 
secret agent just like Ryan. The wearable, light-up Spy 
Belt also includes a sound-making laser gun, mystery 
figures, and even more surprises. Available only on 
Amazon.com in the US. 

• Based on Ryan’s World, one of the most
popular kids YouTube channels on the planet 

• Contains 2 Super Spy themed mystery figures,
a spinner, a laser gun with lights and sounds, 
spy cards, and the light up spy belt. 

• Amazon exclusive in the USA

MSRP $29.99 | Ages 3+ 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yIGzNzMGNmoKxpmN61eqxX7I75c_0093?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eesdrx9Nx4NZCNgWi_xcXQiezVqkfFaV?usp=sharing



